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1. ABSTRACT 

The demands of clients in context of Business Application has always been high on distributed 

environment and with ever increasing demands there comes the requirement for change. Service-

Oriented Architecture is an architecture style which is used for development and integration of 

complete functionality of services provided by different stakeholders. To provide refined solutions, 

designing business enterprise without affecting overall functionality of organization, Service-

Oriented Architecture approach is adopted. Overall systems reliability is primary concerns for 

designing Service-Oriented architecture. This survey explains three important reliability models that 

is state base, path based and additive model, based on these models this paper will bring forth some 

literature for composite reliability of Service-Oriented Architecture. For this literature we have 

selected research articles on Service-Oriented Architecture from 2005 to 2013. 
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INTRODUCTION 
In the last decade clients’ requirements were not as complex, their requirements were easily achieved or 

fulfilled by one or only handful of services. However, the scenario in the current decade has changed 

exponentially and the processes are thus rapidly increasing. Due to this one or handful of services are not 

enough, therefore, the need for a Service-Oriented architecture arises. 

Now a question arises, what is a SOA? [7], [10], [13], [14], [17], [21] Service-Oriented Architecture 

is an architectural style, which is emerging as a very useful and popular approach for developing and 

integrating an enterprise’s applications. SOA is technical and organizational framework which 

permits an enterprise to deliver a self describing, platform independent business functionality. In this 

architectural style, business and technical process are implemented as services. Each service 

represents a certain functionality that maps openly to increase steps in a business process. This is an 

extended approach of Client-Server model wherever service is ordered into loosely coupled 

component are implemented as web services [17], [7]. 

 

The most suitable services may be selected with the help of independent or heterogeneous service 

publishers and subscribers. 

 

Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) is the basic messaging system, through which systems 

interacts with web services. This serves as a medium for exchanging the messages among publisher, 
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service brokers and subscribers. Today web service specification models are merely center of 

attention on syntactical levels, e.g., the Web Service Description Language (WSDL) [3], Web 

Service Capability Description Language (SCDL) [3], and Web Service Choreography Interface 

(WSCI) [3]. By only using the Business Process Execution Language (BPEL) and WSCI, these 

schemes imprison the structural properties of web components, to interlace different web services 

into meaningful business processes. 

A Web Service and its service definition is created by service provider who then publishes the 

service with a service registry based on a standard called the Universal Description, Discovery, and 

Integration (UDDI) specification. Once a Web service is published, by the use of the UDDI interface 

a service requester may find the service. The UDDI registry provides the service requester with a 

WSDL service description and a URL (uniform resource locator) pointing to the service itself. These 

information’s may then be used by the service requester (client) to directly bind the service and 

invoke it [3] shown in Figure 1. 

To fulfill complex client’s requirements we need to compose more than one atomic service [17]. 

SOA addresses new challenges [13], [14] as - 

 All atomic services have a different degree of reliability and through this it is not necessary 

that all services will be available and shall operate correctly. 

 Services are loosely coupled, means all are executed separately. 

 SOA is dynamic in nature mean any service can be added, removed and fail according to 

requirement. 

 In SOA statelessness is also an important problem for reliability point of view. Owing to this 

any state information about task is not be stored. All data may be lost when interrupted. 

 

In SOA, the unified solution of web based services and a blend of composition of computational 

resources is an activity to enhance offerings, which allows a smooth process from customer’s point 

of view. 

In SOA, every atomic service is taken from a heterogeneous stockholder in a distributed system, and 

then integrated into a composite service. Here all atomic services have different degree of reliability 

because they all are picked from distribute system. Due to this composition technique reliability is a 

central parameter for customers to fulfill their requirement by a composite service in a specified 

period of time. 
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Figure 1: Publish-Find-Bind-Execute Paradigm [16] 

By IEEE 610.12-1990, defines reliability as "The ability of a system or component to perform its 

required functions under stated conditions for a specified period of time", [1], [14]. 

 

Service is a basic function of the system and it has many basic attributes as well [17]: 

 Services are self-contained, loosely coupled, reusable and stateless. 

 Every service shares the platform independent formal interface because each service in SOA 

is taken from heterogeneous stakeholder, and every service provider builds their service 

according to their own comfortable programming level. 

 Services are composable, allowing logic at different levels of granularity. 

 

All these above service attributes carry new challenges [13], [14], [17] to the standard reliability 

model presently used. 

Group of autonomous service 

In SOA all atomic services are provided and developed by geographically distributed stakeholder. 

Each service can execute discretely or collectively in a workflow structure. Due to different 

stakeholder each service has a different degree of reliability so after a composition there is no 

assurance that a service will operate correctly. 

Loosely coupled 

Every service is developed by a different platform and different organization, which means that they 

have to be evaluated separately. Reliability should be guaranteed for basic service, data flow, 

composition of services and the complete workflow. 

Nature dynamic 

At the running time of system SOAs are dynamic in nature with service publication, registration, 

discovery, binding and composition. Which means any service can be added, existing services can be 

removed and running services can be failed during runtime.  

Statelessness 

In SOA no service has the ability to store any state information about a task. If any fault occurs in 

system then all data will be lost. 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

For composition of the atomic web service mainly two problems may be [8]- 

 Selection of required atomic web service and compose them into a single composite service. 

 Coordination of different atomic web services, there are two different kind of coordination, if 

coordination is centralized then Orchestration scheme [22] is used and if Coordination it is 

distributed then use the Choreography scheme [6]. 
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3.1   Reliability Models 

On the basis of SOA architecture the most suitable models [14] for reliability are- 

3.1.1 State model 

In state model [3], [8] estimating the reliability by using control flow graph of software architecture, 

means reliability is calculated starting from the reliability of each system states and from the 

transition probabilities among states. 

3.1.2 Path based model 

Here we calculate the reliability by first computing all possible execution paths [3], [8], then 

calculate the reliability of each path by multiplying the reliabilities of the components all along the 

path. 

3.1.3 Additive model 

Here we use the Non Homogeneous Poission Process (NHPP) [14] for calculating the reliability of 

each components and the system reliability. 

3.2 Atomic service 

A single service is called atomic service [3], [8], [11], [16]. All atomic services have the function to 

compute the requirements of client. Each atomic service is provided by a heterogeneous stakeholder 

due to this the degree of reliability of atomic services varies, and they have a different platform to 

execution. 

3.3 Composite/aggregated web service 

Composite web service [11], [16], [8] is a collection of related atomic services. This service depends 

on the business of the process and provides complete functionality to fulfill the customer 

requirements. 

The composite web services are mostly heterogeneous in nature because they collect service by 

different organizations, due to this the error occurrence probability is high as the workload [3] 

increase on the server. 

A workflow structure is used for the composite web service which is defined by Cardoso’s 

Stochastic Workflow Reduction (SWR) algorithm [4]. 

Cardoso identified the following relationship [4], [11], [16]- sequential, parallel, conditional, simple 

loop and dual loop show in Figure 2. 

N= reliability of node na 

M= reliability of node nb 

X= reliability of  node i 

Y=reliability of node j 

Z= total reliability 

a. Sequential: 
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Z=XY  

Or 

R=R(ni)R(nj) 

 

 

 

 

b. Parallel: AND split and AND join 

Z=NM∏i X 
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d. Simple-loop: 

Z= (1-Pi) X/1- PiX 

R = (1-Pi)R(ni)/1- PiR(ni) 

Where 

Pi + ∑ Poj = 1 

 

 

 

 

e. Simple-loop: 

Z= (1-Pi)X/1- Pi XY 

Or 

R = (1-Pi)R(ni)/1- PiR(ni) R(nj) 

Where 

Pi + ∑ Poj = 1 

 

 

 

 

         

Figure 2: Combining reliability measures [11] 
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Tyagi et al. [19] author describes the impression of the component based system relaiability 

estimation. Here various relaibility analysis models, for component based system application are 

defined on the basis of following: Scope, Model, Technique, Method, Critiqu. All these approaches 

are mathamatical based. Two main considerations are required for calculating the relaibility. One is 

relaibility of individual component and another is opertaional profiles. In future work author 

recommand “Soft Computing technique”  for calculating the reliability 

    

 

Figure 3 – Proportion of factors that are mostly covered in the above table published during 

2005-2013 

 

3. CONCLUSION 

In this paper we study about basic introduction of SOA and reliability of composite services. The 

various reliability models which are used to calculate the reliability in various cases in SOA are 

defined here. There are many methods and approaches available for reliability of composite services 

in SOA some research is still needed. 
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